PROPS
All props must be approved by Infinity Dance challenge. , Helium balloons, Smoke,
Fire (including candles, matches, lighters), fireworks (including sparklers),
explosives, swords, knives, weapons and use of animals are strictly prohibited. Toy
weapons are acceptable. However, toys may not fire projectile objects or have blunt
points or sharp edges. No form of liquid, gel, powder, glass objects, aerosol cans of
any type (including hairspray or spray paint) may be used that will physically alter
the surface of the dance floor. Prohibited items include: water (on body, costume, or
prop), wet paint (on body, costume, or prop), fake blood, fake snow, silly string,
bubbles, confetti, streamer or confetti cannons, loose feathers, candy, chalk,
crushed cork, flour, loose glitter (on body, costume or prop), sand, sawdust, dry ice,
etc. Any act that uses a substance that is not permitted and creates a safety hazard
on the dance floor may result in a point deduction and/or disqualification. Please
contact the IDC office if you need further clarification on our prop and set rules.
Props and/or sets must be set up and removed as quickly as possible. Make sure
there is enough people setting the props to ensure it is done within the 2-minute total
time limit for setting and striking props on the stage. No person setting props should
wear a studio Tshirt or jacket. Students should not set props. Props must be loaded
in and out of the venue on the same day they are used. Storing props in the wings or
backstage is NOT allowed. Infinity Dance Challenge and venue will not be
responsible for props left overnight or unattended. Any special request for the
assembling of props must be discussed with Infinity Dance Challenge 30 days
before the event. All props backstage MUST be labeled with the studio name for
identification purposes. If the stage is littered after your performance your studio is
responsible for an immediate and expeditious removal of any debris. Failure to
follow these safety measures may result in the routine being classified “adjudication
only.” Water, Sharp objects, and props requiring electrical outlets are not permitted.

